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Abstract
Ego-centric data streams provide a unique opportunity to reason about
joint behavior by pooling data across individuals. This is especially evident
in urban environments teeming with human activities, but which suffer
from incomplete and noisy data. Collaborative human activities exhibit
common spatial, temporal, and visual characteristics facilitating inference
across individuals from multiple sensory modalities as we explore in this
paper from the perspective of meetings.
We propose a new Bayesian nonparametric model that enables us to
efficiently pool video and GPS data towards collaborative activities analysis
from multiple individuals. We demonstrate the utility of this model for
inference tasks such as activity detection, classification, and summarization.
We further demonstrate how spatio-temporal structure embedded in our
model enables better understanding of partial and noisy observations such
as localization and face detections based on social interactions. We show
results on both synthetic experiments and a new dataset of egocentric
video and noisy GPS data from multiple individuals.
1 Introduction
Consider individuals equipped with wearable cameras and GPS devices going
about an urban center, meeting and interacting with each other. Aggregation of
their ego-centric data streams leads to a richer understanding of their collabora-
tive experience, whereas analysis of the individual streams suffers from noisy,
partially denied, and unstructured signals. Here, we suggest an approach to
infer collaborative activities such as “meetings” or “interactions” from streaming
wearable sensors based on a collective multi-modal generative model. Inference
allows us to summarize and perform analysis in the context of life-logging, de-
tecting special events from multiple sensors, and supporting coordinated human
activities. Interestingly, by combining multiple ego-centric data streams, one can
infer the activities of one individual using the data of another. The underlying
model handles noisy and partially denied data streamed from multiple (wearable)
devices, a crucial capability in noisy sensory environments.
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By treating collaborative activity instances as latent factors with a spatio-
temporal structure, we can summarize activities for co-located individuals despite
noisy and partial/missing signals by pooling data for the purpose of collaborative
reasoning. Human observers can understand such content (at small scale) with the
appropriate visualizations, partially because we understand the spatio-temporal
and semantic structure of human activities. We seek to automate such abilities
via an inference procedure that summarizes collective and individual experiences
via the aggregated data streams.
We explore meetings between people as a case study for detecting, character-
izing, and utilizing the temporal and collaborative structure of activities. We
examine summarization as a task that benefits from higher-level information,
even in the cases that activity detections are uncertain given the observations.
Pooled information from multiple sensors (e.g., video, GPS) and multiple in-
dividuals, coupled with a structured model for activities, allows us to handle
partial information in both GPS and video data and reduce the uncertainty
regarding the participants across modalities. The proposed approach is robust
to missing data and low-quality, poor-vantage point footage that is unsuitable
for strong geometric reasoning such as 3D reconstruction. Consider, for instance,
a commute via a crowded subway or a family ski trip. Such scenarios include
non-rigid 3D motion, missing and noisy GPS observations [35], abrupt viewpoint
changes, and video segments which lack features or textures. Yet, a casual ob-
server of videos and GPS traces from these activities could readily piece together
a common story without the need for a full model of the environment.
Contributions Here we present a model that captures these characteristics.
i We propose a probabilistic model and inference algorithms for the explana-
tion of egocentric video and GPS data in terms of human activities. This
model allows us to handle multiple, overlapping activity definitions and
partial data in all modalities, by pooling data from across individuals and
modalities.
ii Using our model, we demonstrate detection and summarization of collab-
orative human activities from egocentric cameras and GPS signals in an
urban environment where both the visual and the GPS signals are either
missing or distorted.
iii We demonstrate improved localization of individuals conditioned on de-
tected activities from corrupt and partial sources such as GPS and egocen-
tric video streams.
iv We provide a dataset to allow further annotation and examination of
similar methods, in order to foster future discussion and improvements.
Our model is derived from simple assumptions, and we show its relevance to
complex tasks on multimodal data. Activities are detected through a sampling
approach for the activity instances and their parameters. The model is easily
extensible to other sensory modalities, such as inertial sensors [3], or textual
sources [30]. We describe the assumptions and the model in Section 2, and
the associated activity inference, localization, and summarization procedures
in Section 3. In Section 4 we demonstrate our ability to infer the activities
and leverage this analysis towards improved localization and understanding of
people’s story as portrayed by the data. Section 5 discusses possible extensions
and concludes the report. In Appendix A we present extensions to the social
dynamic models described below. This is followed by additional details on the
sampling procedure in Appendix B and a approach for video summarization
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Figure 1: Our model reasons over multiple video and GPS streams, inferring and summarizing
collaborative interactions. We employ a generative model utilizing Gaussian processes for
GPS and learned likelihood models for the semantic visual content and recognized faces. This
enables summarization of the participants experience, detection of specific activities, and
correction of the individuals’ partial GPS and visual detections streams.
based on the sampled activity instances in Appendix C.
1.1 Related work
Our paper relates to several lines of research. These have attempted to tackle
activity inference using GPS, visual, and other sensor data (for example, [21], [34,
4, 32] and [17], respectively). However, our model reasons over latent locations
and activities conditioned on the set of visual and GPS cues, marginalizing
over possible interpretations of the data. We do not assume that activities
form partitions or hierarchies over the timeline except in specific cases, even
for a single person. This is due both to a non-trivial overlap structure and to
multiple, equally-plausible interpretation of the observations. Such structures
lend themselves to probabilistic models that can describe multiple interpretations.
For an illustration of the possible relation between different activities’ time span,
consider the illustrative example in Figure 2.
Sampling allows us to reason about activities without committing to a single
“correct” explanation. This approach of multiple explanations can be maintained,
as we show, throughout the analysis while gracefully handling partial/corrupt
data.
Several lines of research have explored multiple video streams for reasoning
over collaborative activities. These methods generally assume that all partici-
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Figure 2: Time intervals for several activities in a work/office scenario involving
2 people. Note the non-hierarchical structure formed between activities even for
a single person, let alone multiple participants. Some activities are best inferred
via visual data (e.g. drinking coffee) while others are easily inferred via GPS
(e.g., driving home), or require significant priors on human activities to infer
(e.g., team building / project 1). Some activities in this figure correspond to
American Time-Use Survey(ATUS)[25] Lexicon category codes such as 180501
(drive home / public transport), 050201 (phone call), 050202 (drinking coffee),
130124 (jogging), while others are higher-level (team building, project 1) or
potentially lower-level.
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pants observe the same scene with uninterrupted data streams [33, 8], [16, 7],
or that the 3D environment can be reliably inferred [23, 2, 18]. The proposed
method does not rely on such restrictive assumptions, allowing for partial, dis-
continuous, and noisy observations over multiple scenes amongst varying subsets
of participants and eschewing reconstruction as an intermediate step altogether.
The method is robust to non-rigid 3D motion and fast rotations, as well as GPS
denial. Several efforts have been dedicated to meaningfully choosing which data
to display and when, regarding both frame selection [8], and alignment [33, 5].
Quality measures for each shot are often used in a constrained graph traversal
[36, 2]. There, activity inference is treated separately from the understanding of
how different sources relate to one another. While incorporation of semantics for
summarization was done, for example, by Tat-Jen et al. [28] and Lu et al. [22, 20],
it was done so only at the feature level of objects/instantaneous interaction,
rather than over complete activities, due to a variety of challenges including
the difficulty of classifying the start and end of activities in an arbitrary video,
be it egocentric or third-person. Inferring human activities from such data is
non-trivial, particularly in the absence of reliable activity labelling.
2 Model
We define a collaborative activity as one in which two or more individuals, or
actors (as we call them henceforth), are spatially proximate for some finite
duration accompanied by distinctive categorical features. While we emphasize
collaborative summarization and joint activities, the model may encompass
individual activities as well. A key attribute of the model is that by integrating
multiple ego-centric data streams, one can infer the activities of one actor using
the data of a different actor.
We define activities as having a categorical activity type carrying some
semantic meaning — in our data and prior feature distributions we exemplify
“coffeeshop” vs. “chance street meeting”. We could extend to other fixed or
inferred types, e.g., “work meeting” or “gym workout”. These types parameterize
the prior distribution of meeting characteristics, such as spatio-temporal extent
and visual content. For each activity type there may be multiple instances, or
activities of that type. The i-th activity instance has a static center ci and radius
ri. A configuration is the set of all activity instances occurring and explaining
the observation. Subsection 2.2 describes a probabilistic model that defines the
probability of a set of observations given a configuration and its parameters.
Subsequently, configurations may be sampled from this model.
Activity instances of different types may overlap in time, space, and par-
ticipants depending on the activity types involved, e.g lunch may be part of a
working day, but sleep and gym-practice do not overlap. The activity set of each
actor is far from being a partition, as assumed in many models for activity recog-
nition. Instead, each activity is an uncertain function of the physical/geometric
scene content and participants. This view favors a nonparametric model where
activity instances are random occurrences.
Here, we discuss the mathematical model by which we represent the trajecto-
ries of actors, their collaborative activities, and related visual cues. The overlap
structure of different activity types is assumed to be known in advance as part
of the model definition (e.g., whether two activity type can overlap or not, or if
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there are containment relations between activities).
2.1 Modeling Participant Location
We use a latent Gaussian process x, inferred via noisy GPS observations y to
represent the location and trajectory of each participant.
x ∼ GP(0, k), y = x+ n, n ∼ N (0,Σ) (1)
This representation facilitates incorporating multiple data streams with
differing sampling rates and missing measurements since activity reasoning is
performed over the latent trajectories. We experimented with both Matérn-class
kernels and inverse-linear kernels k(t, s) = 1‖t−s‖ , with the latter yielding better
performance in practice, though we note that the former has several advantages
including integrability, differentiability and controlled smoothness [26]. Examples
of measurements and estimated paths are shown in Figure 7.
2.2 A Nonparametric Model for Human Activities
We formulate activity detection as a Bayesian nonparametric inference problem
where (possibly infinite) activity instances are created to explain the data, along
with inferred parameters. Let Ai denote the i-th activity instance while {Ai}ni=1
denotes the set of all activities (more properly a realization of such), whose
number and parameters are the focus of inference. Figure 3 depicts the graphical
model used for inference. The associated probability model for explains the
observations y, I, as well as a latent actor trajectory x in terms of the activity
configuration {Ai}, and is given by
p(x, y, I|{Ai}) ∝ϕGP(x, y|{ti,∆ti, p})ϕC({Ai}|x)× (2)∏
i
ϕSC(I|I¯ , zi)ϕFC(I|I¯ , zi)ϕR(ri)ϕSP(∆ti)× ϕPR (Ai|x, p, c, r, tsi ,∆ti) ,
where ϕGP is the distribution of the Gaussian conditioned samples from Sub-
section 2.1. ϕC , ϕSC , ϕR, ϕSP , ϕPR are factors that relate to data coverage and
visual features, activity span priors and the probability for having activities.
These are detailed in the remainder of the section, and specifically, Equations 1, 3,
4. While specific modeling choices are made here, modifications are conceptually
straightforward. During our inference we sample for {Ai} while marginalizing
over x.
We penalize the lack of association of trajectories to an event in order to
avoid the trivial result that no activities occur as follows,
ϕC ({Ai}|{x}) ∝ exp
−cu ∑
ti∈obs(p)
Iunexp(p, ti)
 , (3)
where Iunexp(p, ti) is an indicator that observation ti of actor p was not covered
by any activity in {Ai}. This depends on the latent trajectory xp, and the
spatio-temporal span of each Ai. We set the constant cu empirically.
Each activity has a spatio-temporal extent with associated start time
tsi (with a uniform prior) and time span ∆ti. The time span is distributed as
log-normal, represented by ϕSP(∆ti;µt, σt). Each activity is centered around a
point in space where the radius of the activity is also distributed as log-normal,
denoted by ϕR(ri, µr, σr,t).
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Figure 3: Proposed model for activity instance inference. Plate notation notes the separate
instances of actors’ latent and observed data, activity types (here assumed to be learned in
advance), and activity instances.
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Each activity has a set of associated participants where the number of
participants is drawn from a discretized log-normal distribution and the identities
of the participants is drawn uniformly from the set of actors. We assume that
participants are present in the spatial extent for the duration of the activity,
centered around point ci (uniformly sampled). This is captured by a factor
ϕPR
(
Ai|{x}, p, c, r,tsi ,∆ti
)
∝ exp
{
−
∫
hciri(x, t)dt
}
, (4)
where hciri is an indicator function limiting excursion of trajectory x to a maximum
distance ri from the center ci at time t.
We incorporate scene classification features as visual cues for each frame
using the Places CNN model [37]. We associate frames with each activity
according to whether or not their location and time is within the span of the
activity. The probability of each scene classifier is modeled as a normal, separable
distribution in both features and frames, ϕSC(I|I¯ , z) ∝
∏
v N(µv,z, σ
2
v,z). µv,z
and σ2v,z represent the mean and variance of each meeting type’s visual content,
per the Places feature, and z represents the activity type. These were estimated
based on a set of photos taken at the same locations as the experiments.
Face detections are also used as a visual cues. We use face frontalization
[13] and one-shot similarity kernels [31], along with a set of precollected and
annotated face examples to detect and recognize people in the video, thus creating
a set of detection streams. Given an activity and its participants, we treat the
detections of each actor as counts from a Poisson process with either a high rate
λpp if the actor p is a participant, or a low rate λnp if the actor is not a participant
in the activity.
2.3 Conditioning Trajectories on Activities
For a given activity instance, the participants are more likely to be at the same
location, depending on activity type. While this is captured by the spatial factor
in Equation 4, we may have impoverished samples e.g., due to GPS denial. In
such cases, the trajectories of all participants traveling outside the spatial extent
of the activity should be rare event and should be sampled judiciously. While
rare events in Gaussian random fields have been studied extensively, the majority
of the work has been on excursion sets which are less applicable in our case (see
[1, 19] and references therein).
We accommodate this concern in the following manner. Given a sampled
configuration, we condition on auxiliary observations of the proximity of the
participants. For spatially static activities such as the ones we show in Section 4,
the auxiliary observations have the form
0 = xp(t)− 1|Pa|T
∑
xp′(t) + n(p,a)(t).
A different set of auxiliary observations, suitable for dynamic group activities
is shown in Appendix A. Once we have added the auxiliary observations, we
condition on all observations to obtain samples of the latent trajectories (which
are now statistically dependent). This can be seen in Figure 7(g,h), when
determining the conditioned trajectories, but we note that for the scenarios we
show in Section 4, the GPS denial periods were sufficiently short to inference
the activities regardless of this problem.
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3 Activity Summarization and Analysis
We now describe the inference procedures relevant for our activity model, and
our use of it for summarization and localization.
3.1 Activity Inference
As noted previously, reasoning over activities utilizes inferred trajectories, in our
case samples from p(x|y) via standard Gaussian process inference. We derive an
MCMC procedure for the remaining variables. There are several methods for
inference in stationary Gaussian processes affording efficient implementation and
online processing [14, 12, 6]. For our purposes, we found equidistant sampling in
time and matrix inversion sufficient to provide trajectory estimates. We used a
variant of reversible-jump MCMC (RJ-MCMC, [10]), in order to infer activities.
The steps we used include Birth/Death, Split/Merge, and parameter modification
for ∆t, tsi , ci, ri and the participants. The full set of allowed steps is described in
Appendix B. The number of burn-in iterations required depends on the number
of activities, participants, time samples, and the relative identifiability of the
activities. In the examples shown in Section 4, ∼ 104 iterations sufficed.
Algorithm 1 Estimating activities by RJ-MCMC
1: for i = 1, 2, . . . , Nhist do
2: Choose a step type: birth/death, split/merge, or type, center, radius, span,
start-time and participants changes, see Appendix B. for the description
of each step.
3: Update GP observations according to Subsection 2.3 (optional).
4: Compute proposed new configuration and its acceptance probability based
on the model at 2.
5: Update configuration if accepted, if i > Nburn−in, save configuration
samples
6: end for
3.2 Collaborative Localization
Our model enables improved localization by associating data streams via activi-
ties, even in the face of sparse GPS measurements. For a set of trajectories x we
have:
p(x|A, y, θ) = p(A, x|y, θ)/p(A|y, θ) ∝ p(A|x)p(x|y, θ) (5)
via Bayes rule and the dependency structure. Marginalizing over the sampled
set of configurations, we can reduce uncertainty based on interactions with other
actors, as demonstrated in Section 4.3.
3.3 Collaborative Summarization
An important aspect of collaborative summarization that we demonstrate is
keyframe selection that emphasizes activities of interest. We do so using a
farthest-point-sampling approach (FPS, [9, 15]), with an appropriate metric
between frame pairs (see Appendix C for full details). We say that two frames
disagree with respect to an activity if one of them was sampled as a part of this
activity, and the other was not.
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We denote by dAC(fi, fj) a measure of disagreement between frames fi, fj
marginalized over activity configurations. The distance between two frames is a
positive linear combination of dAC as well as the feature-space, temporal, and
participant identities distances. It is a metric, as required for FPS. Sampled
keyframes are reordered according to time. When selecting keyframes, we pick
only from those that are likely to have participated in the relevant activities or
in the relevant actors’ datastream. The selected frames can be used for a video
summary, or a map-based summary using their inferred locations.
Algorithm 2 Keyframe selection for collaborative activities
1: Initialize counts to be 0
2: for All configurations {Ai} and activities i do
3: for All actors a and frames t do
4: If actor’s frame is within activity i’s span, add a vote.
5: end for
6: end for
7: Remove keyframes with low votes count, compute frame-pair distances.
8: Sample keyframes via FPS, re-order keyframes according to time.
Video Summarization For the case of videos, tradeoff between information
variability and film consistency is used, similar to Arev et al. [2] (but using
only epipolar geometry and average image motion in the absence of 3D metric
reconstruction).
Map-based Summarization For a summary image, we overlay relevant
frames on a map of the area, by placing keyframes inside the area defined by each
activity’s center and radius. We use FPS in order to place the frames uniformly.
4 Results
We first explore the use of our algorithm on a synthetic dataset to ensure accurate
detection of activities under model circumstances, then proceed to demonstrate
activity inference, summarization, and localization in the case of real-world
wearable data.
4.1 Activity Inference
We now demonstrate the result of inferring plausible configurations of activities
on a synthetic dataset generated according to the following structure: at each
turn, each of eight actors can either go to one of several meeting places, or go to
their own random location. If two or more actors are at the same location, this
constitutes an activity. We test the inference procedure on this model. When
meeting places are well-separated from each other (compared to the observation
noise and typical meeting radius), we can infer activities without difficulties.
Figure 4 explores the increase in detection errors as a function of the standard
deviation of the meeting locations, over multiple realizations. The distribution of
meeting locations should be contrasted with a measurement noise of 30 meters,
and meeting radius distributed with µr = 30, and a meeting-times prior set to
log-normal with parameters µt = 60, σt = 0.05. Looking at detected activities,
the main source for false detection occurs when actors unintentionally cross
paths for prolonged periods of time.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4: Example results from synthetic experiment of meetings among eight actors. (a),(b)
Left subfigures: example trajectories and detected configurations, for different distributions of
meetings’ locations. The x, y axes represent spatial dimensions and the vertical axis represents
time shown from two viewpoints. The std. of activity locations in (a),(b) is 150 and 700
meters, respectively, compared to GPS noise and activity mean radius of 30 meters. Different
colored ensembles of curves represent five estimated tracks from each participant, based on
GPS observations (marked as dots). Cylinders mark the spatio-temporal span of detected
activities. Right: the relative error in the estimation of the number of activities, averaged over
20 trials, black dashed lines mark ±1 std. curves. The 2 red dots show the std. for Subfigures
a,b. As can be seen, algorithm manages to detect the activities even when they are barely
discernible in the GPS observations.
We now demonstrate activity inference on a real dataset, available at [24].
This dataset includes four actors walking for half an hour in an urban area
spanning 600 meters, and meeting each other, either on the street (activity type
1) or inside a coffeeshop (activity type 2). During a training phase, we construct
our feature priors based on a subset of images from such locations so as to
identify the two activity types with this semantic categorization. The actors are
wearing GoPro cameras that provide a partial, egocentric video, with over 2300
classified face tracklets in the videos. The error rate for face detection in the
video was 14%, giving us a noisy, but informative, signal.
During some of the meetings, GPS reception was poor with gaps ranging from
one to nine minutes in duration, in the GPS coordinate measurements of some
participants. Furthermore, ten minutes of video were removed from participant
number four, in order to test data pooling from different sources. As can be
11
(a) (b)
Figure 5: a) Left: Activities detected on our dataset, with four actors walking and
interacting for approx. 30 minutes. Blue cylinders represent indoor meetings, whereas red
cylinders represent outdoor meetings. Right: a time plot of detected faces in the different
actors’ video feed, overlayed with a ground-truth of the meetings that took place. As can be
seen, all meetings were detected, and are to some extent evident in the face detection streams.
b) Top: summarization of actors activities with respect to the map, based on the GPS and
video footage of 4 actors. Colored trajectories represent actors GPS location measurements,
using the same actor color as Figure 6. Circles mark the trace of detected activities, with
representative frames displayed on top. Bottom: the individual four actors storylines, with
activities depicted based on the pooled actors’ video footage. The map and images have been
blurred for review.
shown in Figure 5, all meetings are detected in a stable manner, despite missing
GPS. This dataset is simple enough to be easily understood, and yet captures a
lot of the difficulties in understanding and summarizing collaborative interactions
in a realistic urban environment. An additional example, also included in [24],
with 11 participants is shown in Subsection 4.5. While the urban environment
and multiple activities makes interpretation of results more difficult in this
example, we are still able to detect most of the activities and demonstrate how
the approach scales up for more complex data.
4.2 Summarization
In Figure 6 we demonstrate the summarization of actors’ data from all four
actors. Rows (a)-(d) summarize individual actors’ timeline, pooling footage from
other actors who participated in that actor’s activities. The fifth row summarizes
the data from all four actors and activities, whereas the sixth row summarizes
all actors but favoring frames from “coffeeshop” activities. Summarization is
done while attempting to balance content and time variability, and activity
representation, as described in Subsection 3.3. We highlight the beginning of
actor 4’s storyline. This actor’s video data for the first few minutes was removed
from the set, and yet, the algorithm has completed it due to the detection of a
meeting between actors 3,4.
In Figure 5 we demonstrate the summarization of activities on a map. The
GPS measurement locations are shown for each actor on the map, and demon-
strate the noisy raw data used to estimate the locations and infer the activities.
Green circles represent a set of detected activities. Inside each circle, several
images are placed and represent main parts of the meeting.
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Figure 6: Rows (a)-(d): summarization for actors 1-4, utilizing footage from likely partici-
pants in each actor’s activities, going left to right. See left size colors legend and frame color
to mark the frame source. Row (e): A combined storyline of the four actors, using images
from all of them. Row (f) All four actors, but with emphasis on activities that are likely a
“coffeeshop”. Note how in the beginning of the timeline, (d) takes footage from participant
(b) during their activity, whereas actors (a),(c) share footage. The ending is similar for most
participants due to a final joint meeting.
4.3 Localization
Our model allows us to better localize actors from partial GPS measurements,
through the GP samples, and the posterior likelihood of the trajectories. We
use Equation 5 to visualize a sampled trajectory set for each actor. While
ignoring trajectories dependence, this visualizes likely trajectories for each actor,
as shown in Figure 7 for two actors in a GPS-denied cafe for about ten minutes,
starting at t = 500. While their location is less certain, conditioning on the
sampled configurations allows us to better localize them better. The average
standard deviation of the two participants (1, 3) during that meeting dropped
from (73, 90)[m] to (53, 57)[m], respectively. The same phenomenon can be
seen for shorter GPS denial segments as well, around t = 1250, with reduction
in standard deviation for participants (1, 4) from (66, 68)[m] to (53, 44)[m],
respectively. This shows halving of the variance in such cases.
While for this example linear interpolation may work in a low-noise setting,
our GP model allows activities where participants are moving together (e.g.,
field-trip or running group).
4.4 Prior for Face Recognition
We compute a conditional probability of facial features given participant identity
and the maximum-likelihood configuration, as described in Subsection 2.2. This
lowers the face recognition error on average by 5.5%, demonstrating the utility
of a unified multimodal model for explaining the data.
In Figure 8 we demonstrate several examples where incorrect face recognitions
were corrected, conditioned on the inferred activities. While there is no guarantee
the conditional probability always improves recognitions, in our specific case we
did not see such examples. While the face recognition network used is relatively
simple, the factors leading to incorrect labelling in those cases are relevant for
even state-of-the-art classifiers [27], and include partial occlusions and reflections
as a face is seen through a glass door.
Assuming independent activities Ai, we write the probability of a specific
detection’s identity to be
p(a|{Ai}) ∝
∏
i
p(a|Ai), (6)
where p(a|Ai) is uniform for all activity participants, with a small non-zero value
for non-participants. Plugging Equation 6 into Equation 11 in the main paper
results in an additive term for the log-likelihood. Normalizing w.r.t the partition
function gives us the modified face detection probabilities.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
(e) (f) (g) (h)
Figure 7: (a),(b): Estimated GP trajectories for a single actor, as (x1, x2, t), with units
([m], [s]), before and after conditioning on sampled activities (shown as a maroon cylinders).
Note the divergence of samples once GP measurements are missing, where actors are inside
a building. (e),(f): The trajectories of two participants before and after conditioning on an
activity. (c),(d) and (g),(h) Max-likelihood trajectories of two participants holding a meeting
(around 500 seconds, on the z axis) – full and zoomed view of x conditioned on observations
y, followed by x conditioned on the detected activities configuration {Ai} and y. Clearly by
conditioning on {Ai} we can better localize the two people despite GPS-denial.
4.5 Larger-scale Scenario
We now demonstrate the activities detected on a larger scale scenario. In this
experiment, 11 participants were asked to walk in an urban area 800 meters
across, and meet other participants for 3 or more minutes at each time, for 90
minutes (overall 1000 minutes, and more than 20 interactions). The resulting
detected activities, and the participants raw GPS trajectories that participated
in each configuration are shown in Figure 9. While not all configurations sampled
contain all activities, we cover the set of expected activities and locations, as
can be seen in the Figures 9,10. While the complexity of the scenario makes the
visualization crowded, one can observe the scale of examples for which we can
infer configurations, despite the limitation of MCMC methods in high-dimensions.
We note that the locations and times match the locations reported by participants
upto the localization artifacts expected in an urban area, with similar detection
results as in the 4-participants example shown in the paper.
5 Conclusions
In this report we showed how a simple set of assumptions on social interactions
leads to a model that enables collaborative activity summarization and improved
localization under noisy and missing sensory streams. We demonstrate how
a sampling-based strategy affords meaningful analysis even when the data is
partial and noisy to the point that activities cannot be identified with certainty.
We expect additional observation models to allow extension of this framework
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(a) Classifier: unrecognized. Posterior:
Participant 2.
(b) Classifier: participant 1. Posterior:
participant 3.
(c) Classifier: participant 3. Posterior:
participant 1.
(d) Classifier: unrecognized. Posterior:
Participant 2.
Figure 8: Example face correction, based on the detected activities. Some
examples were inherently difficult to recognize despite rectification and alignment,
due to partiality (a,b) and reflections (d).
to more refined activity classification and summarization, also for individual
activities, as well as semantically-assisted GPS localization.
Appendix A: Collaborative Dynamical Models
We now elaborate on the auxiliary observations mentioned in Subsection 2.3 of
the paper. Given a set of activities {Ai}, we model them as observations tying
participant locations to the activity. We propose two typical models, though
other models can also be proposed.
Dynamic model - in this model, we expect each participant to be at the
same location as all other participants at every time instance. The location is
not fixed and the group can move about. This is modeled by observations of the
form
xp(t)− x′p(t) = np,p′,t, np,p′,t ∼ N (0, σ2) (7)
for each participants pair (p, p′), time instance t, within the span of activity Ai.
Static model - in this model, we expect each participant to be at the same
average location as are the other participants throughout the activity. We do
not force the specific location, but do expect it to be fixed for the duration of
the activity.
xp(t)−
∑
p′∈A
∫
t′∈spanA
xp′(t)dt = np,t, np,t ∼ N (0, σ2) (8)
for each participant p and time t in the span of activity Ai.
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Figure 9: Top two rows: example configurations sampled during the RJ-MCMC
step (black circles), along with their corresponding participants’ GPS measure-
ments (multicolor line and circle). Bottom two rows: the activities related to four
out of the 11 participants (black circles), and their estimated GP trajectories
(light blue line and circle).
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Figure 10: Spatio-temporal plot of the maximum-probability configuration of
activities. the vertical axis denotes time, the horizontal axes denote space.
Cylinders denote detected activities. The paths denote samples of the GP
trajectories of all 11 participants. As can be seen, most meetings were detected
in this configurations.
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We note that both of these terms are linear observations with additive
white Gaussian noise, and hence conditioning can be done by Gaussian belief
propagation [29]. Finally, in order to compute the acceptance ratio, we compute
the determinant of the conditioned covariance matrix. This can be done with
Cholesky factorization although faster approximations have been proposed (see,
for example, [11]).
Appendix B: MCMC Steps
We now describe the MCMC steps used to infer the configuration of activities.
Model inference uses a set of Gaussian process samples: 500 samples for each
actor, sparsely updated. Our inference procedure includes the following steps,
illustrated in Table 1.
Dimensionality Changing Steps
Birth - In order to create a new activity, we first draw the number of participants
based on a discretized log-Normal distribution
ˆ|p| ∼ blogN (2, 0.5)e, |p| = max( ˆ|p|, 2) (9)
given the number of participants, we sample |p| participants uniformly from all
actors. We sample the start time uniformly from the relevant measurements’
support, and then the span. The prior distribution for the span is given as
∆t ∼ logN (300, 0.01), (10)
Death - We propose death events (i.e removal of an activity from the
configuration) by sampling uniformly from the existing activity, and compute the
probability of the remaining activities after removal of one, for the acceptance
probability.
Split - We split events along the time axis by uniformly sampling a split
point along the old span of the activity.
Merge - We merge two activities by taking the participants set and spatial
support of one of the activities, and merging the convexification of the two
events’ temporal spans. While a similar approach, of choosing a minimal circle
to include the two existing activities could be done for the spatial support, we
found it to be unnecessary in practice.
Parameter Changing Steps
These are MCMC steps that do not modify the number of activities but rather
their attributes. They are: type, center, radius, span, start-time and participants
of activities.
Type - We sample uniformly from all activity types, and compute the
proposed activities’ probabilities conditioned on the sampled trajectories.
Center - We recompute the center of each activity by sampling with an
additive Gaussian displacement around the set of estimated GPS Gaussian
process samples. This limits our proposal distribution to be around the areas
that are relevant, assuming relatively mild GPS denial.
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Before After
Birth
Death
Split
Merge
Type
Center
Radius
Span
Participants
Table 1: Illustration of the MCMC steps used in the proposed activity detection
algorithm. Blue curves represent participants trajectories, red and blue boxes
portray two different types of activities.
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Radius - We use a proposal distribution for the radius,
qr ∼ logN (30, 0.03). (11)
Span - We sample the span according to a proposal distribution that differs
from its prior distribution in order to accomodate wider variations, as supported
by the data. the proposal distribution is
qs ∼ logN (300, 0.005). (12)
Start-time - we sample the start-time ti uniformly from the temporal span
of the measurements.
Participants - we resample participants according to the prior distribution
of |p| and the uniform assumption for participants’ identities.
Appendix C: Video Summarization
We detail how to create a the video summarization as shown in the supplementary
video, based on the frames selected in Section 3.3 of the paper. Considerations
guiding the design of our video summarization include:
• Variety & Model Relevance:
– Output frames should be balanced between desired actors, times and
locations
– Output frames should emphasize inferred activities.
• Aesthetics:
– Output frames should not be noisy, motion-blurred or of low content.
– Frames should not frequently/abruptly switch viewpoints/actors.
Graph Formulation, Edge and Node Weights
Summarization is formulated as an approximate, constrained shortest-path
problem on a trellis graph, similar to [2], but utilizing the sampled GPs, activities,
and faces models from RJ-MCMC inference. The trellis contains m rows, one
for each video stream, and has columns equal to the maximum number of image
frames associated with any actor. Each node, V ti , corresponding to actor i’s
possible output image at time t, is associated with f ti , the candidate image
frames of actor i at output frame t. We assume that if |f ti | = 0, then it will
never be chosen for time t (since it has no image to contribute). All nodes V ti
are connected to all nodes V t+1i by edges E
t
i,j , and both nodes and edges are
weighted.
Nodes are weighted according to quality and level-of-activity metrics, edges
according to inter-frame distances with respect to sampled time and location,
activity and observed-participant continuity, as well as shared viewpoint. Node
weights are computed as cost C(V ti ) = C(f ti ), where f ti is actor i’s candidate
frame for time t:
C(f ti ) =
((
1− |kp
t
i|
kp
)
wq + δfwf + δawa
)
wi (13)
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Where kpti are the SURF keypoints detected in frame f ti , kp = maxi,t |kpti|
is a normalizer, δa is an indicator variable of whether a participant has been
identified in frame f ti , and δa is an indicator of whether f ti belongs to an activity
(i.e. f ti is associated to actor i who participates in an activity, and t is within
that activity’s span). Weights wq, wf , wa control relative importance and wi is
a discount factor on the total cost for actor i (useful for favoring / excluding
certain actors).
Although edge weights are computed between nodes V ti and V
t+1
j , they are in
actuality functions of candidate frames f ti and f
t+1
j , computed as the distance:
d(f ti , f
t+1
j ) =
((
(1− M(kp
t
i, kp
t+1
j )
M(kp)
wnm
)
+ (1− δsf)wsf + (1− δsa)wsa
+ ∆j,t+1i,t w∆ + T j,t+1i,t wT
)
δNwN (14)
Where M(kpti, kp
t+1
j ) are the number of matched keypoints between keypoints
kpti, kp
t+1
j (defined above) and M(kp) = maxi,t,j,t+1M(kp
t
i, kp
t+1
j ) is a normal-
izer. δsf is an indicator for whether the same participant is detected between
frames f ti , f
t+1
j , and δsa is an indicator for whether the two frames belong to
the same activity. ∆j,t+1i,t is the L2 spatial distance (marginalized from GP
coordinates) between the location of actors i and j at the times when frames k
and l were taken, and T j,t+1i,t is the L2 temporal distance between the times that
frames f ti , f
t+1
j were taken for actors i, j at times t, t+ 1, respectively. δN is an
indicator of whether frame f t+1j belongs to a new activity relative to previous
frame selections, and wN is the discount factor applied in such a case.
Constraint Handling
Although the above costs empirically make good decisions about actor and
activity coverage, the resulting summarization includes rapid transitions between
actors’ video feeds that are visually unpleasant for observers. To solve this, and
to increase control over the types of summaries produced, our summarization
supports the following constraints c1: beginning/end time tbegin, tend, c2: per-
mitted/prohibited locations, c3: max temporal jump between successive output
frames, and c4: min/max consecutive frames with respect to an actor. Though
incorporation of these constraints force an approximate, greedy solution rather
than a true shortest-path via Viterbi decoding, significantly more aesthetic videos
are produced as a result, and computation is faster.
Super Trellis and Super Node Construction
To provide our algorithm the ability to "look ahead" (i.e. not make frame-wise
greedy decisions) and to ease the enforcement of constraint c4, we pool nodes
along each row of the trellis into "Super Nodes" with pre-specified maximum
size of s nodes. These Super Nodes can be said to form a "Super Trellis" where,
again, rows correspond to actors, but now each node corresponds to frames
fi,1:s for actor i. At each step through this Super Trellis the min-cost path is
computed within each Super Node, and then the min-cost Super Node is chosen.
Hence, columns in the Super Trellis correspond to as many as s time steps in
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Figure 11: Illustration of the Super Trellis constrution used for video summa-
rization. Rows correspond to actors (here, there are four), whereas a column
at time t is responsible for anywhere from 1, . . . , s output frames, where in this
case s = 3. Example Super Nodes are shown below the trellis, where St4 contains
frames f t4,1:s, and for which the first and third (translucent blue circles) were
chosen as the lowest-cost output frames among all candidate Super Nodes Sti for
the first column. In this case, there is a toy constraint that the minimum and
maximum number of consecutive output frames from a single actor are both 2.
Hence St+24 is not reachable in the second column (despite likely having frames
associated with it) and so is omitted from the graph. Note also how at time
t+2, only one frame was chosen from Super Node St+23 , hence, by the constraint,
St+33 must be chosen in the next column, though from that, only one node will
be selected. There will typically be more observations, f ti,1:s in Super Node Sti
than selected output frames. Note that here, only the edge and node costs that
contributed to the actually-chosen path are displayed.
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the original, frame-wise trellis. Node and edge costs in the Super Trellis are
handled as one would expect: edge weights between Super Nodes are computed
as the edge weights between the last frame of the previous Super Node and the
first frame of the next, and edges weights within Super Nodes are computed as
originally specified, though they are always between frames of the same actor.
The cost of each Super Node, then, is the sum of the internal node and edge
costs of the greedy-selected min-cost path within it (which, though it always
moves forward in time, need not select all frames). Details of this algorithm are
specified in Algorithm (3).
Algorithm 3 Collaborative Activity-Based Video Summarization
1: Given actors ai=1:m, activity set A1:n, actors’ image sets fi,: with correspond-
ing face recognitions ri,:, desired number of output frames, T , as well as
parameters wq, wf , wa, wi, wam, wsf, wsa, w∆, wT , wN , super-node size s and
constraints c1, . . . , c4:
2: F ← [ ], curTime← tstart, t← 0
3: Precompute image keypoints for all fi,: as well as features matches between
all candidate frames (restricted by c2, c3).
4: while |F | < N and curTime ≤ tend do
5: Compute Super Nodes Sti , each corresponding to actors’ frames f ti,1:s such
that all frames meet constraints c2:4 and have times at or beyond curTime.
Note: |f ti,1:s| ≤ s.
6: P ← [ ]
7: for each S ∈ Sti do
8: Greedy forward-select min-cost path according to node and edge weights
(13, 14). Store in Pi.
9: end for
10: if |Pi| = 0,∀i then
11: break
12: end if
13: F ← F ∪ Pˆ where Pˆ is the min-cost path (i.e. ordered set of image frames)
chosen among paths Pi in Super Nodes Sti .
14: curTime← time(Pˆ ) where time is the aligned time of the final frame in
path Pˆ .
15: t← t+ |Pˆ |
16: end while
17: return F , the set of nodes indexing actors and frame numbers.
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